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Shmos 5776-No Kidding 
 

In this week’s parsha we learn of the episode at the Sneh-

burning thorn bush- where Hashem chose Moshe to be the 

leader of the Bnai Yisrael. The passuk says “Va’yar Hashem 

ki sar lir’os vayikra ailav Elokim...” -”And He saw that he 

(Moshe) had turned to look (at the burning thorn bush), and 

He called out to him.... (Shmos, 3:4). The Midrash adds that 

when Hashem saw Moshe turn (off the path) to examine the 

burning thorn bush He exclaimed “This one is nice to be the 

shepherd of Israel” (Shmos Rabbah, 2:6). This needs an 

explanation. What exactly impressed Hashem with Moshe’s 

actions at this juncture? All it looks like Moshe was doing 

was exhibiting some curiosity. As the passuk earlier says of 

Moshe’s motive “Asura nah ve’er’eh..... madua lo yiv’ar hasneh” -” I am going to turn now 

(off the path) .........and see why the thorn bush is not being consumed” (Shmos, 3:3). This 

question is tackled by some of the commentaries (see Seforno). Perhaps we may offer another 

explanation. 

 We know that there were two Luchos with ten statements upon them, five on each. The 

first five contain commandments involving Bain Adam Lemakom- man and his G-d, the other 

commandments involving Bain Adam Lechavairo- man and his fellow man. The two stones 

were of equal size. This teaches us that both genres of commandments were of equal 

importance. To be a well-rounded Jew it is not sufficient to dedicate oneself to a life of serving 

one’s Creator whilst ignoring one’s obligations to fellow man. Similarly, living a philanthropic 

& altruistic life which is devoid of a relationship with Hashem is just not a Yiddishe lifestyle. 

But that’s not all; a dedication to one particular genre that is not working in tandem with the 

other severely compromises the one being observed. One who bulldozes his way through 

others in the pursuit of serving G-d gives Him little to no satisfaction. Philanthropy, manners 

and social decency without a backdrop of connecting with Hashem can often cause a 

misunderstanding of how a Jew should comport himself in those areas. Take helping a 

neighbor for example, to be sure a vital & worthy endeavor. However, there are times that 

helping would be inappropriate, such as in the pursuit of an avairah. 

 Moshe had led a life of exemplary levels of Bain Adam Lechavairo. The Torah relates 

that he had saved a co-religionist and rescued seven girls at a well. The Midrash adds that he 

was a shepherd par excellence. As a matter of fact, he found himself right now (at the episode 

of the Sneh) on the slopes of Mount Sinai because he had gone after a kid goat who had 

wandered off. Definitely an impressive resume for a leader. But Hashem was looking for one 

more ingredient in Moshe. Could he and would he, if mandated, sacrifice his natural desire to 

care for others for the greater good of Yiddishkiet? This was the litmus test of the Sneh. In the 

middle of shepherding the flock would he detour and connect with Hashem when sensing this 

was what Hashem expected of him? Moshe sees the paranormal non-consumption of the thorns 



and realizes correctly this is a G-dly message for him. So he veers off the path to take a look, 

putting aside his responsibility to the flock (for the next seven days) as his attention is 

redirected towards Hashem. Says G-d “This one is nice to be the shepherd of Israel”. For he 

has just shown himself to be well balanced, calibrated and finely tuned in serving Hashem and 

man in perfect synthesis. 

 With this we can understand a seemingly ho-hum statement from Rav Yochanon who 

tells us that Moshe took exactly five steps off the path to check out the Sneh (Shmos Rabbah, 

2:6) Why is this an important point to know? Perhaps it is symbolizing Moshe showing his 

fealty to both genres of Torah: the Bain Adam Lemakom & Bain Adam Lechavairo. For just as 

on the Luchos there were exactly ten statements, five per genre, each lined up opposite each 

other, here, too, Moshe was exhibiting similar numbers. Five steps toward the thorn bush for 

his Bain Adam Lemakom experience. And then five back to the sheep and his Bain Adam 

Lechavairo. 

 The Torah here calls this mountain Har HaElokim-The Mountain of G-d because in the 

future the Ten Statements were destined to be given by Hashem to the Bnai Yisrael on that 

very spot.  But for one human, Moshe, it was named Har HaElokim for the present, because 

he had just sussed the 5+5 formula necessary in becoming the perfect Yid. 
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